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On Wednesday, Kenya’s premier annual literary event , Storymoja
Festival, returned... daring you to imagine the world.

To capture the mood of the five literary fest days, the first event Reading
is Cool! encompassed all ages.
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It was a cocktail of uniforms as school children sang the reading
anthem, and the reading pledge. Before breaking to several groups,
according to age. The Festival spoils you for choice, as there are
exciting activities in different locations running at the same time.

On Wednesday, about 400 pupils gathered at the Courtyard for an
exciting Guinness Book World Record Warm-up.

Well, Storymoja just seems dead set to improve the reading culture,
with each year of the festival, in its brief five years, a testament of the
literary revolution in this ‘literary desert’, as Taban Lo Liyong calls it.

 And to prove their point, Storymoja wants to break the reading record
currently held by the US of 223,000 people reading from the same book,
same text at the same time. The are planning a nationwide reading
moment on June 16, on the Day of African Child. “We do not want to
just break the record, but smash it,” declares Muthoni Garland, the
Festival Founder.

This year, Storymoja organised a national reading, where 142,279
students from 260 schools in six counties read from one text at the
same time.

See also: Kenya's representative in the BBA un-
masked

One of the events, Jaza Matatu na Vitabu music concert, is geared to
get donations for books for needy schools. Festival goers are
encouraged to carry books to ‘Jaza the Matatu’.

Today, Nobel Laureate Wole Soyinka will be conducting a lecture in
honour of fellow laureate, the late Prof Wangari Maathai, who died on
September 25, 2011.

Dr Auma Obama, US President Barack Obama’s half sister is this year’s
patron. Auma shared her famous memoir, And then Life Happens, with
students who asked her a host of questions on different topics. The
memoirs was first published in German in 2010 titled, and translated
into English a year later.

“It is in Germany that I found my voice,” Auma told the students,
teachers and other guests, “Having been born in Kenya, you all know
those days it was hard for women to express themselves. But in
Germany there was women emancipation. It fitted well with my
independent and argumentative nature.”
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"Art, by the lake" Lake expo to show case
Kisumu's finest paintings

The Lake Expo that was launched on Tuesday seeks to
highlight the talent that abounds in the region as well as
improve the welfare of the artisans especially, as AUSTINE
OKANDE notes, with the expected boom in foreign tourism
Read More »
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